Electrolux
EHE6879A-B
(Nett 541L)
Inverter
French Door
Fridge - Dark
Grey
The Electrolux EHE6879A-B refrigerator ensures long
lasting freshness and preserves the natural taste of
foods. It also prevents odours from mixing. Key
Features Ideal storage environment for all type of food
and drinks - The FlexFresh® drawer offers the widest
temperature range in the market that is suitable for all
storage conditions; from -23°C to +7°C. You can switch
from fridge to freezer effortlessly with the touch of a
button. From your fridge to your cooker hob in minutes
- With the UltraChill settings at -2°C, items are kept very
cold, but not frozen so their textures are preserved for
longer in chilled conditions and you do not have to
worry about inconvenient defrosting. Keep your fruit &
vegetables fresh for 7 days - The TasteLock crisper
keeps your fruit and vegetables fresh for 7 days. The
AutoHumidity Control filter automatically releases
excess moisture to retains juiciness and freshness so
that your produce is always stored in ideal conditions.
Long lasting freshness - TwinTech Cooling ensures the
fridge and freezer compartments are cooled separately
to provide long lasting freshness and prevent odours
from mixing. Two independent coooling systems ensure
optimal temperature and humidity levels so food stays
at its best for longer. Ice, water, on demand - Enjoy
cubed or crushed ice instantly while having more

storage space thanks to the slimmer ice & water
dispenser. The slimmer water tank design with cool
water gives you freedom to store more food while still
having plenty of ice for drinks whenever you need it.
Your fridge, the way you want it - Flexible door bin
space gives you the freedom to store everything from
large bottles to small jars. Then easily slide them out of
the fridge for added convenience.

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Electrolux
EHE6879A-B
Multi-Door Fridges

Dimensions

Product Height
(cm)

178.2cm

Product Width
(cm)

91.3cm

Product Depth
(cm)

74.6cm
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